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Abstract- Lung cancer is very dangerous than other types of cancer in human. In recent years lung cancer detection is a
challenging factor for researchers. The timely and primary detection of lung cancer is increasing human survival rate
which is performed by using image processing techniques. The proposed system describe lung cancer, its types and
detection methodology, classification techniques etc., The proposed system consists of many steps which are preprocessing, segmentation, thresholding, feature extraction, classification. Pre-processing can perform by using Weiner
filtering and segmentation for separating the nodule from the lung image based on the threshold value. Next extract some
features from a segmented region which can be given as an input for classification. Here the classification is done through
the artificial neural network. Finally, the performance of the proposed system has been calculated which is helpful to the
doctors and radiologists to diagnosing a patient at their early stage of lung cancer.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The lung is the main organ in every human which is functioning as a gas exchange called respiration or breathing.
Lungs are air-filled organs it is located on thorax which has important parts for the lung to function properly. The
trachea process the air inhaled into the lung through the bronches called bronchi. The bronchi divide into two types
as smaller and smaller bronchioles which is end up at the alveoli. In alveoli, the inhaled oxygen is let into the blood
and carbon dioxide is let from blood to alveoli. The lungs are protected by the pleura and the thin fluid act as a lung
smoothly which is helpful to expand while breathing. Finally, on the under surface, the lungs are bordered by the
diaphragm ( Figure-1).

Figure1. Lung Anatomy

1.1

Lung Cancer Lung cancer is a type of cancer that starts in lungs which is the cells are uncontrollably growth as tissue to
reduce the human breath. In the United States, lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer which affects the
normal function of lungs such as receiving oxygen and releasing of carbon dioxide itself. Mostly the reason for
lung cancer is smoking and some infectious things, lung cancer is the highest rate among men and women
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comparatively other cancer types. In Figure.2 the tumour growth in the lymph node which affects the normal
lung cells to breath.

Figure 2: Lung cancer

[1]According to the American cancer society’s estimate for lung cancer in united states for the year 2020 is
given in Table. 1. Due to this estimation, in the year 2020 how much lung cancer cases and deaths in both men
and women in the United States.
Table – 1. Cancer Cases and Deaths in the United States

Total

In Men

In Women

New Cases of Lung
Cancer

228,820

116,300

112,520

Deaths from Lung
Cancer

135,720

72,500

63,220

1.2. Types of Lung CancerLung cancer is of two types Small Cell Lung Cancer (SCLC) and Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer (NSCLC). The
types are based on the size of the tumour. [2] SCLC is related to cigarette smoking which is very aggressive and
rapidly growing among all the types.
Non-small cell lung cancer types and % of cases and its arising place.
Table -2. NSCLC
Types of NSCLC

Cancer Cases in %

Arising place in lungs

Squamous-cell carcinoma

25-30%

In bronchial tube

Adenocarcinoma

40%

Alveolar cells

Large cell (undifferentiated)
carcinoma

5-10%

Central part of a lung

Lung cancer is one of the leading causes of cancer deaths in this world compared with other types of cancer. At
present the lung cancer has been estimated in world-wide there are 1.61 million new cases of lung cancer in every
year, with the death rate is 1.38 million [3]. At every year there are 63000 new cases of lung cancer is reported in
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India [4]. Lung cancer is an uncontrollable growth of abnormal cells that are on both sides of the lung. Normally the
nodule [or mass] is found in the lung which is representing as benign and malignant depending on that size. The size
is from 0.2 inches [5 millimetres] to 1.2 inches [30 millimetres] and above. Therefore the size may increase or not, if
it increases>30 millimetres then it became cancerous. So the detection of the nodule and is classified as benign or
malignant is always a challenging task for the doctors to diagnose the disease at an early stage [5]. Nowadays there
are several existing techniques to classify the lung nodule as malignant that are CT, MRI, X-Ray and sputum
cytology and so on. The image processing techniques are used to detect the pulmonary nodule as normal or
abnormal which is helpful to doctors, diagnose the patient at their early stage and increase the survival rate of them.
Here the related works are described in section (2), the Methodology in section (3). In section (4) discussion and
finally the conclusion in section (5).
II. RELATED WORKS
Many researchers are done their work for lung cancer is to give better accuracy in detecting and classifying the
cancer nodule. Normally lung segmentation is more important for diagnosing a patient because depends on the
segmented lung affected region only the doctors can treat a patient. There are two segmentation algorithms are very
familiar and effective in segmenting the region. Prionjit Sarker [6], using the k-means and c-means algorithm for
calculating the lung affected region and finding the tumour stage. Dzulkifli Bin Mohammad and M. Masroor Ahmed
proposed k-means clustering algorithm with Anisotropic Diffusion Model of Perona-Malik for tumour detected and
segmented from the affected region. A. Amutha and R.S.D Wahidabanu [7], proposed level set-Active contour
model as a method for detecting the tumour.G.Bhat et al, Proposed artificial neural network-based system for
detecting and classifying the lung nodule as benign and malignant[8]. N.A. Memon et al proposed the system for
thresholding method which is select the threshold value based on background pixel of an object [9]. A.M Yametkar
and R.D.Patane et al.[10] used Bayesian classifier for lung nodule detection as cancerous and non-cancerous.
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
The main aim of this proposed system is detecting lung pulmonary nodule with better accuracy. In this system, the
methods which are focussing automatic detection and classifying nodule as benign or malignant. Here the whole
system of pulmonary nodule classification into the following steps.1. Image Acquisition 2. Image pre-processing
3.Segmentation 4.Thresholding 5.Feature Extraction 6.Neural Network classification.
a. Image Acquisition
Image acquisition is characteristics of an object represented by digitally encoded which is used to describe the
internal part of an object. In the medical field, computed tomography is an imaging procedure which is done by
scanning inside the human body throw some machine. In this work, the system has been collected more number of
CT images from various sources which are having both types of images such as benign and malignant.
b. Image Pre-processing
i. Image Conversion (RGB to grayscale)
Image conversion is converting an image from RGB to greyscale by using rgb2gray Matlab function. It has been
done by eliminating the hue and saturation while retentive luminance.
ii. Normalization
Normalization is used to resize the image by using Matlab function 'Imresize'. After we receiving input image which
is resizing the image with the value of 256 x 256 pixels.
iii. Adding Noise
This function Imnoise used to adds zero-means, Gaussian white noise with the variance of 0.01 to a grayscale image
I.
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iv. Image Restore
This function used to filter the grayscale image with the 2-d adaptive pixel-wise low-pass wiener filter. The Wiener
filter can reduce the mean squared error of the estimated random process and desired random process. The Matlab
function wieiner2 is used here to removing noise for noise-free images.
v. Edge detection
Edge is represented as the location in the image is sudden changes in their contrast level at each pixel. There are two
types of methods that are 1.gradient 2.Laplacian. Here in the proposed system, the Sobel edge detection method is
used which is belongs to gradient-based edge detection method. The Sobel method presents how smoothly the image
changes in each pixel by calculating the gradient of image intensity at each pixel within the image. ThSobellab
function edge(--,’ Sobel’) is used as an edge detection algorithm. So in Figure. 3 some outputs for above the
following pre-processing techniques given.

Image(a)

Input image

Noisy image

Restored image

Noisy image

Restored image

Image(b)

Input image

Figure 3: Pre-processing outputs of images (a) and (b)

c. Thresholding
Thresholding is a very important and powerful tool for segmenting the image. The main usage of this threshold is it's
having some advantage like less number of storage space, high speed, ease of manipulation and compared with a
greyscale image which usually contains 256 levels[11]. Here the global threshold of Otsu’s method is using with the
Matlab keyword Greythresh which is used to convert the greyscale image into a binary image. Therefore the twolevel of pixels that are allocated to above or below the specified threshold. The two values of 0 and 1[12].

(1)

Thresholding is always based on two values 0 and 1 that is a black and white pixel. Here the pixel is equal to withinclass variance is maximization between-class variance[13].Otsu’s method based on the frequency and mean value,
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the equation to be given below. Following formulas are representing frequency and mean value calculation while
thresholding.

are the values of frequency and mean values. So the threshold has been achieved through this type of
Otsu’s method is very effective which made segmentation clearly [14].
Below Figure.4 input images shows the output image of greythresh thresholding or Otsu’s thresholding.

Image(a)

Image(b)

Figure 4. Threshold image of (a) and (b)

d. Morphological Operation
The unwanted portion of an image can be eliminated through the structuring element which is an important portion
of the morphological operation of dilation and erosion. The Matlab function Strel has been used to remove the
unnecessary pixel of a black pixel in an image with the help of origin. The origin is the center pixel of the
structuring element, which is used to identifying the pixel when the image being processed. So the black(0) pixel is
removed from the original image for further processing
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In this work, the morphological operations are performed for better clarity in an image. The morphological means
based on the size and shape of the input image that can be processed. There are two types of operations are
performed which is dilation and erosion. The uses of dilation can adds pixel to the boundaries of an object in an
image and erosion to remove the pixels from boundaries of an object in an image. A structuring element called a
mask is used in a morphological operation. The dilation and erosion are ‘thin’ and ‘thicken' the boundaries of the
object in an image through adding and removing a pixel to an image boundary. The formal definition of a dilation
using two sets A and B are given below.
(7)
is reflecting B that means dilation of A is performed by B through this reflection of B. Then using z shifting the
B over A.This displacement became overlap of A and B at least one element. This process gives the dilation result
and B known as the structuring element.
(8)
So the morphological operation on the thresholded image makes to remove the unwanted parts of image
background[15]. Here the output image of the morphological operation of input images (a) and (b) is given below in
Figure 5.

Input image(a)

Unwanted details
removed image

Dilated image

Unwanted details
removed image

Dilated image

Input image(b)

Figure 5. Morphological operations of (a) and (b)
e. Segmentation
Segmentation is partitioning an image into multiple regions containing a pixel with similar characteristics. The main
usage of segmentation is if u want to analyse something in inside an image is easier through this image segmentation
process. Mainly it used to locate an object and boundary of image such as lines, curves and assigning a label for
every pixel in an image. The pixel with same label share some characters and collection of a region of pixels are
identified by mask or image label. By dividing an image into several regions which can be used to analysing a
particular object in a whole image. So using of segmentation is only the interesting region has been used for
analysing something instead of using an entire image. Image segmentation in medical images gives the result about
affected region or area of particular imaging type which is made helpful to diagnosis a disease at their earlier stage.
The approach of the segmentation process is edge-based and region-based. So the edges that define region while the
discontinuity in pixel value. Another one is similarities in the region in an image, so some techniques are following
these approaches are region growing, thresholding, clustering.
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In the proposed system the C-means clustering is used for segmenting an image into the region. In the clustering
process, the various techniques are available to find a region of interest (ROI). The C-means clustering gives better
result in clustering are grouping the interested region in an image for segmentation. In c-cluster, the data points and
clusters centers are considered for calculation. It works by assigning the membership to data points to corresponding
cluster center.C-means gives a better result than K-Cluster in the segmentation process.[16][17].
Algorithm for C-clusters
1. First, select the cluster 'C' randomly
2. Calculate the membership.
3. Compute the cluster center
4. Finally, repeat step 2 and 3 until the value of the objective function is minimum
In Figure. 6 describe the output of the C-means cluster of images (a) and (b).

Input image(a)

C-means clustered Image(a)

Input image(b)

C-means clustered Image(b)
Figure 6. Segmented image of (a) and (b)

f. Feature Extraction
Feature extraction has an important role in recognizing the correct or true pulmonary nodule as benign or malignant.
The feature extraction means that some kind of information or properties which are extracted from that particular
segmented image. Always the good features can be used to identify the true positive nodule accurately.
When we obtaining an initial location of pulmonary nodule then we calculate some features with candidate nodule.
Here basically the lung nodule is circular but we want to compare with blood vessels in the lung. Because the nodule
and blood vessels are similar grey level value in the lung. So the roundness of nodule has been calculated through
one formula given below.

(9)
Here S is the area of the region and L is the perimeter which is one type feature extracted from a segmented image,
and the region of interest is close to the shape of circular when F close to 1. So the region is more circular than the
blood vessels (slender structure). Depending on this formula the roundness is always should less than the T
(Threshold) for lung nodules[18].
In this proposed system the Regionprops function is used for this feature extraction process in which 21 features are
extracted only some kind of features like area, perimeter, eccentricity and nodule diameter are used as features to
classify the lung nodule. Here the nodule classification is done the feature called area which is extracted from the
segmented image through the Regionprops function. Depends on this area calculation that the nodule has been
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described as normal or abnormal. In the proposed system the two input images are used to classify as benign and
malignant which are (a) and (b) and their result of area calculation is given below in Figure:7.

Figure 7.Area calculation of (a) and (b)

g. Classification
In the classification phase, the extracted features are used as an input for classifying the correct nodule. The process
of classification is classifying the lung nodule as benign or malignant depending on the values of the features. The
classification methods are two types which are four-type nodule classification and two-type nodule classification.
The four-type nodule classification depends on their shape, appearance and location and the two-type of nodule type
classification is depends on benign and malignant[19]. In the proposed system the lung nodule classification using
the feed-forward neural network of artificial neural network. The artificial neural network is a collection of the
mathematical structure looking like a real structure of the human brain[20].

Figure 8. Architecture of ANN

Normally the neural network has three layers which are input layer and hidden layer then the output layer. The input
features are flow only in the forward direction such as from the input layer to hidden layer and hidden layer to
output layer. The inputs can be multiplied with weight and the bias value which is performed by the sigmoid transfer
function. Here the input layer considers the twenty features and one output layer with 10 hidden layers.
After creating and training the network with known training CT images and unknown testing CT images. Through
these details, the training is started with means squared error and epoch. In this proposed system the 7000 epochs are
defined which is stopped the training when the time is reached this epoch or it automatically stopped when the mean
squared error reaches zero. The classification based on the affected area of lung region which is done by this feedforward neural network with a better result. The test image and their classification result are in Figure: 9 which
describes the input images are either benign or malignant, it should specify the name called class1 and class2.
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Input image(a)

Input image

Area calculation

Classification

Input image(b)

Input image

Area calculation

Classification

Figure 9. Classification of normal and abnormal lung images

IV. DISCUSSION
First, before the pre-processing the input image has been capturing and performing some action for further
processing. Here the Matlab function imread has been used to get the input image which is resizing using imresize
command. In the pre-processing step, the noise has been removed through the Weiner filter which is called adaptive
noise removal filtering. It returns the estimated value of additive noise before doing the filtering which is used to
removing noise. Here the additive noise means the Gaussian white noise which is the power of noise image and it
has been calculated with the variance. Normally the Weiner filter is used to smoothing the image based on the
variance and it works better when the noise is gaussian white noise. It is always better than linear filtering based on
noise removal.
In the segmentation step, the image can be threshold using the greythresh command in Matlab. The greythresh
belongs to Otsu's thresholding technique which is used to segmenting the objects from an image. During this
process, the image should be in a binary image, for this the greyscale image is converted into a binary image. After
segmentation, the morphological operations are performed by using erosion and dilation. The main purpose of this
morphological operation is removing the unwanted portion from an image and separating the needful parts from an
entire image. In feature extraction, the features can be extracted and calculated for classifying the nodule. In the
classification step, the neural network can be used to classify the nodule by using some extracted features from a
previous step. Here the features are trained and tested which is used to correct the classification of a lung nodule.
Finall
y, the
syste
m
perfo
rman
ce
has
been
calcu
lated
by
using
a formula
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Depends on these four categories of classification result only the performance can be calculated and diagnosing the
patient. Through this classification, the nodule can classify correctly as benign or malignant which is used by the
doctors to diagnose the patients at an earlier stage and increase their survival rate.
The proposed system has been used very effective thresholding, segmentation techniques and powerful feature
extraction techniques. Compare to other existing systems the proposed system gives better result in classifying the
lung nodule. The proposed system gives an accuracy of 96.35%.
IV. CONCLUSION
Lung cancer is the most dangerous than other cancer types among people. By earlier diagnosis, it increases the
survival rate of lung cancer patients. Here the artificial neural network has been used to classify the lung nodule as
benign or malignant which is very helpful to the doctors in identifying the nodule at their early stage. Initially, the
pre-processing and segmentation techniques are performed and after segmentation, the features have been extracted
and calculated for the classification process. In classification feed-forward, the neural network of ANN techniques
has been used to classifying the lung nodule. The performance of the proposed system obtains the result with a
success rate of 96.35%. This technique can play a very important role to detect lung cancer and through this
technique to reduce the percentage of lung cancer in humans. Therefore its time consuming and not expensive too.
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